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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Various studiz'- of dust clouds generated by high ex-

plosives (HE) have been performed sporadically over the past

ten years (I & 2). Several of the studies have involved air-

craft samplings of the particulates lofted by these surface

blasts. The primary sampling methods employed by these various

aircraft have been impactors, filters, cyclones and other di-

rect collection devices. To a large degree these were the best,

if not only, tools available for such tasks at the time. How-

ever, during the last few years, a significant improvement in

-J capabilities for airborne particle sizing has been afforded in

in situ optical particle size spectrometers (3 & 4). These air-

craft mounted devices largely developed by Particle Measuring

Systems, Inc. (hereafter PMS) embody light scattering and imaging

principles to cover sizes from 0.1 to 10,000 im. These instru-

ments have become the primary measurement tools of scientists

currently involved in experimental cloud physics research.

The MISERS BLUFF II H" experiments on 28 June and

30 August, 1978 provided the first opportunity to engage this

type of technology to quantify and detail the microstructure

of such HE generated dust clouds. PMS fielded an instrumented

Cessna 206 aircraft for the MISERS BLUFF II experiments to per-

form in situ particle size spectrometry in the 0.1 to 10,000 pim

range. Other measurements included state parameters and video

recorded imagery of each cloud pass. This field effort involved

a complete experimental program requiring experiment design,

aircraft instrumentation, calibrations, operations, and data

collection and analysis.

The size and spatial resolution obtained were sufficient

to generate independent size spectra for every few tens to hun-

dreds of meters of flight path with still higher flight path

(time) resolution for particles larger than 5.0 pim and particle

morphological data on a particle-by-particle basis for particles

larger than '1l00 pim. The importance of obtaining this high re-

solution particle size distribution information during the

MISERS BLUFF II experiments contributes not only to information

-5-



on the detailed microstructure but also to the more complete

determination of the total mass budget of the dust clouds. The

microstructural data will aid the interpretation of microwave

and optical experiments (DNA/RAAE). Integrated mass loadings

from a stacked vertical array of cloud pass samples from both

experiments will provide the inputs to validate superposition

theories postulated for scaling multiburst mass loading (to be

published by Science Applications, Inc.DNA Control #001-78-C-0217).

The MISERS BLUFF II series were conducted at the Planet

Ranch Test site near Lake Havasu City, Arizona. The first event

in the MISERS BLUFF II series (MISERS BLUFF II-1) was the de-

tonation of a single 120 ton ANFO charge (100 ton TNT equiva-

lent) on 28 June 1978. Six identical 120 ton ANFO charges

(600 ton TNT or 1.2 kt nuclear blast equivalent) were simul-

taneously detonated on 30 August 1978 (MISERS BLUFF 11-2). They

were set on a hexagonal array with a 200 meter diameter within

1330 feet of the first crater in the Bill Williams riverbed.

The PMS Cessna 206 research aircraft initiated direct

penetrations in the dust cloud lofted by both explosions within

2-5 minutes after detonation. While the research payload and

performance varied slightly between MISERS BLUFF II-1 and MISERS

BLUFF 11-2, the important optical and mass properties of both

cloud systems were adequately sampled with approximately 20

sampling penetrations in both experiments.

These airborne sampling experiments were part of an in-

tegrated set of experiments involving ground and remote sampling

as well as direct in situ measurements. This report describes

the work PMS undertook in the airborne in situ measurements.

The next section describes the instrument payload and field

operations followed by the results of MISERS BLUFF II-1 and

MISERS BLUFF 11-2. A discussion of the results is included

followed by the conclusions reached and suggestions for further

data processing and analysis.

Finally, this report presents only a small sample of

*%94% Ammonium Nitrate with "u6% Fuel Oil.
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the total data collected. It is not an attempt to thoroughly

analyze the data in detail. Rather it describes typical re-

t sults and an integrated picture of the particulates which

characterize these HE generated dust clouds. Further analysis

is being conducted by others and will be reported in the

future.

II
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72.0 EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

PMS provided DNA with a completely calibrated airborne

particle spectrometer measurement platform capable of measuring

the size distribution of particulates in HE generated MISERS

BLUFF II dust clouds for a field period of four weeks, operated

and gathered data with this system, and performed preliminary

analysis of the data obtained. Calibrations were performed at

PMS using a Calibration Wind Tunnel Facility before delivery of

the system to MISERS BLUFF and after its return. Initial data

analysis conducted at PMS after the post-calibration check

utilized existing software analysis routines. More detailed

analyses were performed in the months following the field efforts

* and are described in Section 3.0.

2.1 The PMS Cessna 206 Research Aircraft

The PMS Cessna 206 Aircraft (hereafter PMS 206) was

primarily designed as a testbed for various PMS spectrometers.

As such, it was modified with sufficient hard points established

to simultaneously carry four PMS in situ particle size spectro-

meters (Fig. 2.1) and a fifth plumbed aerosol device for MISERS

*BLUFF 11-2. This gives the aircraft complete coverage of the

in situ dynamic range available. Even with its full payload of

instrumentation, the aircraft has good performance --- especially

for an air sampling aircraft. Its relatively low sampling air-

speed envelope coupled with standard utility category stress

loadings give it the same margin of safety in turbulence as a

higher stressed aircraft sampling at high airspeed.

2.2 PMS Cessna 206 Instrument Payload for MISERS BLUFF

Experiments

Of particular importance to this program was the PMS 206 's

ability to carry the four external spectrometer probes as shown

in Fig. 2.1. This group of instruments included:

1Forward Scattering Spectrometer Size Range: 0.5 -47 pim
Probe Model FSSP-100

-8-
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Above: Photograph of PMS 206
Research Aircraft at Lake
Havasu City, Arizona airport
taker, before MISERS BLUFF 11-2.

Right: Close up of wing tip
installation of DAP-20OX and
FSSP-100 probes. Note the hor-
izontal orientation of the OAP-
20OX and the Rosemount temper-
ature probe installed on the
back hemisphere of the FSSP.

Figure 2.1. PMS 206 Research Aircraft
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Optical Array Cloud Droplet Size Range: 20 - 300 Pm
Probe Model OAP-200X

2 Optical Array Spectrometer Size Ranges: 25 - 6,000 pm
Probes Models OAP-2D-C
and OAP-2D-P

This selection of probes was made after reviewing re-

ports on previous measurements and analysis of soil samples from

the Ground Zero area at the Planet Ranch test site. PMS person-

nel took soil samples of the area on the 2 March 1978 site visit.

Surface samples as well as core samples were integrated and then

analyzed at PMS. The soil was typically fine sandy alluvial de-

posits with a few large rocks. The best estimate of what could

be lofted during the pair of tests was made from the analysis

of these sandy soil samples. The soil samples indicated the
following bulk properties:

% Fines (<16 mesh): 83.9%

% Aggregate (>16 mesh): 16.1%

Fines bulk density: 1.34 gm cm - 3

Aggregate bulk density: 1.62 gm cm-3

Fines average mineral density: 2.29 gm cm- 3

Aggregate average mineral 3

density: 2.59 gm cm-3

Mineral types: Mica, shists, silica and
granitic rock

Photomicrographs of the fines are given in Fig. 2.2.

Size and mass distribution measurements were made with a 2D

probe (25 pm resolution) of the fines and are presented in

Fig. 2.3 and 2.4. Particles larger than 650 pm are absent in

this sample because of the finite size of the sample (13,841)

and the low sample probability at the larger sizes providing an

excellent demonstration of the importance of the OAP-2D-P

(hereafter 2D-P) instrument for the actual MISERS BLUFF II tests.

Even with the lack of the measurements at the larger sizes it

is clear that the mass would be expected to peak out at sizes of

200 to 300 pm or less.

-10-
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* SIZE DISTRIBUTION FROM SOIL SAMPLES AT
GROUND ZERO MISERS BLUFF II

10,000-

.1

1000.

z

]E

lo-

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

DIAMETER (Mm)

Figtire 2.3: The size distribution of the soil samples taken at Ground
Zero, MISERS BLUFF shows the particle sizes to be rather steeply
e~xponentially distribtited. While 13,841 part'eies were sized there

is still Insufficient sample to cover the sparce part icle sizes

grater than 450 lim.
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MASS DISTRIBUTION FROM SOIL SAMPLES AT
GROUND ZERO MISERS BLUFF II

100

10

:1 .- - - - - - - - - -I

0 1 0 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

DIAMETER (gm)

Figure 2.4: The mass distribution above shows a dominant mode
at about 200 jim. A secondary mode near 400 lim is also
evident. The population sampled is too limited at sizes
greater than 450 jim.
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After the MISERS BLUFF 11-1 data were reduced, a fifth

instrument was added to the PMS 206 payload to cover the aerosol

subrange below 3 pm diameter. This instrument was a Laser Aero-

sol Spectrometer Model LAS-X which had a size range of 0.12 to

6.0 pm. Because data system limits allowed for only four probes

the LAS-X was time shared with the OAP-20OX (hereafter 200X).

Table 2.1 summarizes the entire experiment payload for both
MISERS BLUFF II-1 and MISERS BLUFF 11-2. Descriptions of the

spectrometers, state parameter sensors, data acquisition system

and the color vidicon imagery system completing this entire in-

strument payload are detailed below.

2.2.1 Particle Size Spectrometers

The PMS spectrometer probes used at MISERS BLUFF listed

in Table 2.1 are further elaborated upon in Table 2.2. The

standard size ranges and calibrated size ranges used at MISERS

BLUFF require some explanation. The standard size ranges can

be adjusted over a factor of two in the optical array instru-

ments that have a zoom movement in their optical imaging system.

For instance, in the 200X one can stretch the magnification to

20X to double the resolution to 10 pm if desired. Such changes

are possible in the field. However, the 2D-P has a fixed opti-

cal system and the magnification is not field adjustable. The

Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP) and LAS-X also have

fixed size ranges. Standard size ranges were used in MISERS

BLUFF II-1 although modified for MISERS BLUFF 11-2. This group-

ing provided a size range coverage from 2.0 pm to above 10,000 pm

in MISERS BLUFF II-1. (NOTE: The extension of the 2D-P range must

be accomplished through software or manual processing of partial

images with corresponding sample areas increasing from 0.1 mm 2

2to 1700 mm , shown in Fig. 2.5). This sampling format optimized

size resolution and sample volume characteristics in the range

of approximately a micron to several millimeters. Listed next

are detailed descriptions on each of the spectrometers.

-14-
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I. SAMPLE AREAS OF SPECTROMETERS USED

AT MISERS BLUFF II

10,000

MB I1-1

1000 OAP-2D-P
MS 11-2

100-44 f OAP-2D-C

E

ot 10
w

-.j OAP-200X
-.
a-
,

FSSP-100

jMB-II-2 ONLY~0.1- 0.1LAS-X

0.01,1
0.1 1.0 10 100 1000 10,000

DIAMETER (Am)

Figure 2.5; The sample areas for the 2D probes shown above are computed
assuming partial image analysis is permissible. In fact, most of the data
analyses were performed without using this technique resulting in sample
areas decreasing with increasing size to the right of the sharp knees in
the three top curves. The sample area for the LAS-X is a computed parameter
from the constant 5 cm' sec - 1 volumetric flow and an assumed airspeed of
60 m sec.



* ,2.2.1.1 Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe Model FSSP-100

The FSSP is an airborne instrument designed for in situ

particle size measurements of all types but optimized for water

droplets. The FSSP has four overlapping size ranges with each

size range divided into fifteen linear size intervals providing

up to 60 size channels in the 0.5 to 47 pm range. The FSSP is

packaged in a cylindrical pod as a plug-in assembly. Laser

and detector alignment is achieved with spring-loaded x-y screw

adjustments. The FSSP's He-Ne (632.8 nm) laser tube has an

extruded aluminum envelope and is configured in high order multi-

mode. The FSSP pulse height analyzer (PHA) has its reference

voltage derived from the source of illumination providing effec-

tive automatic gain control (AGC). A programmable amplifier is

used to gain switch and provide the size ranging to accommodate

the large dynamic range. The probe electronics are self-contained,

the output being the particle size in binary, code accompanied by

a strobe pulse to increment an appropriately addressed memory

channel in a data acquisition system (for more detail see

Knollenberg [4]).

The single most important feature of the FSSP, increas-

ing its performance, is its high magnification optical system

which reduces sample volume to where coincidence errors ire less

than 10% at concentrations of 103 cm -3  For cloud physics work

the FSSP normally has a primary size range of 2 to 32 pm dia-

meter, resolving particles into 15 size classes. It is normally

set up to size particles having velocities from 10 to 125 m sec-

Calibration data for this instrument as configured for

MISERS BLUFF II are presented in Table 2.2. The instrument was

operated solely in the 2 to 47 pm range.

2.2.1.2 Optical Array Cloud Droplet Spectrometer Probe
Model OAP-200X Description

This Optical Array Cloud Droplet Spectrometer Probe is

designed to cover a range of 20 to 300 pm. This basic range

can be changed by a factor of two using different optics.
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AThe laser used is a He-Ne (632.8 nm) tube of a sealed1cavity configuration and of environmental quality.

The optical system includes spherical and cylindrical

elements in the condensing optics and spherical elements in

the imaging optics with plane dielectric mirror beam folding

surfaces. All optical elements are A-R coated for minimal

light loss.

The photodiode array is a United Detector Technology

device with masked diode elements on 200 pm spacing. The number

of active photodiode elements normally used is 24; however, the

maximum number of size channels resolved is 15. A Teledyne

Philbrick preamplifier is mounted as close as possible to each

of the photodiode elements.

The photodetector modules provide a second Teledyne

Philbrick amplifier. The two-stage amplifier is added assurance

of sufficient light level for severe environment operation. The

photodetector modules discriminate the shadowing events of the

individual photodiode elements and provide the appropriate logic

output signals including a buffer memory. The modules are de-

signed to operate over at least an order of magnitude variation

in light level.

The necessary logic to determine the number of photodiodes

occulted during a particle shadow transit includes circuitry to

make a conversion of unity weighted events to a binary encoded

particle size and to reject particles as nonvalid if they are

only partially within the designated sample area or are too

large to be within the size range of the probe. Additional cir-

cuitry includes logic to channel the particle size information

out to the data acquisition system and reset the input buffer

memory on the photodetector modules.

Calibration data for this instrument as configured for

MISERS BLUFF II are presented in Table 2.2 This instrument was

used as a back-up for the OAP-2D-C (hereafter 2D-C) instrument

described below. Its slightly different calibration character-

istics for MISERS BLUFF I-i vs MISERS BLUFF 11-2 arise from the
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use of an older type photodiode array in MISERS BLUFF II-1 which

had rectangular rather than round elements. This array was

changed between experiments to the round element device.

4

2.2.1.3 Two-Dimensional Optical Array Imaging Probes

Models OAP-2D-C and OAP-2D-P

iI The 2D Particle Imaging Probes utilize a photodiode array

and photodetection electronics similar to the standard PMS Optical

Array Probes. However, the instruments contain high speed front

end data storage registers which enable each photodetector ele-

ment to transmit up to 1024 bits of shadow information rather

than 1 bit of shadow information from each particle. The parti-

cle's transit allows the array to scan the particle and image

slices are recorded across the shadow to develop a true two-di-

mensional image.

These probes are packaged in cylindrical pods and inter-

face only with a standard PMS Data Acquisition System Model DAS-2D.

The probes can collect particle image information at the rate of

128 million bits per second. However, data is recorded only

when particles are present and thus, automatic data compression

results. The particle information is recorded directly on com-

puter compatible magnetic tape recorders via the DAS-2D. Soft-

ware has been developed to classify the particles, perform mass

computations, or compute various integrated particle parameters

as desired from the raw image data via a computer.

The technique employed to achieve 2D information from

particles passing through the instrument is to take image slices

of the particle as it progresses through the sampling volume of

a single linear photodiode array. The instrument employs 32

photodiode elements in the array and takes image slices at a rate

up to 4 million per second when a particle passes through. At a

true airspeed of lOOm sec- 1 250 nsec corresponds to 25 pm of motion

which is the apparent diameter of each element in the array when

the 2D-C probe is calibrated to its nominal calibration of 25

to 800 pm (the lower resolution of the 2D-P instrument has cor-

respondingly coarser resolution and lower slice rate). At this
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airspeed, the size resolution across the array (particle width)

is identical to the image slice resolution through the array

(particle length) if a slice rate of 4 MHz is employed. The

slice rate can be slaved to true airspeed (TAS) to provide

square raw image data at all speeds up to the maximum.

The data from each image slice are stored in static MOS

shift registers which serve as a buffer for writing onto the
.4

computer tape. Actually, two MOS buffers are employed in a
!i ping-pang (alternate usage) fashion such that one can be avail-

able for loading (at a rate determined by incoming particles)

while the other is used to unload a previous sampling of parti-

cles (at a rate necessary for proper writing). As long as un-

loading is accomplished earlier than loading in each case, no

indigestion is encountered and the buffer roles can be alternately

reversed with no loss of data.

The maximum data rate is determined by the tape recorder

employed. With a 25 ips machine using 1600 cpi density, the

maximum sustained image slice rate is about 7K slices per second.

A 7 inch reel of tape will last about 5 minutes at this rate, but

since image data is recorded only when particles are encountered,

the actual recording time per reel will be much longer for typi-

cal particle concentrations. The DAS-2D will record on two tape

recorders alternately to allow indefinite uninterrupted sampling.

The laser used is a He-Ne (632.8 nm) of a sealed cavity

configuration and of environmental quality.

The optical system includes spherical and cylindrical

elements in the condensing optics and spherical elements in the

imaging optics with plane dielectric mirror beam folding surfaces.

All optical elements are A-R coated for minimal light loss.

The photodiode array is a United Detector Technology de-

vice with masked circular diode elements on 200 pm spacing. A

Teledyne Philbrick preamplifier is mounted as close as possible

to each of the photodiode elements.

The photodetector modules provide a second Teledyne

Philbrick amplifier. The two stage amplifier is added assurance

of sufficient light level for severe environment operation. The
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photodetector modules discriminate the shadowing events of the

individual photodiode elements and provide the appropriate logic

output signals to MOS shift registers. The MOS registers of all

photodetector modules are clocked in parallel to store image

slices.

The necessary logic to clock the MOS registers during

load and unload cycles is contained within the probe. A counter

also measures the time between particles which is encoded into

the particle MOS registers after each particle shadow. Fig. 2.6

shows typical imagery from 2D probes in rain, snow, and the soil

samples of Fig. 2.3 and 2.4.

Calibration data for the pair of 2D probes used at

MISERS BLUFF II are given in Table 2.2.

2.2.1.4 Laser Aerosol Spectrometer Model LAS-X

The Laser Aerosol Spectrometer, Model LAS-X is an aerosol

spectrometer designed for general laboratory use. A single range

with sixteen different size classes is used to cover a size range

of 0.1 pm to 6.1 pm and greater. Size classes 1 through 15 are

used to cover 0.1 pm to 6.1 pm, while size class 16 is greater

than 6.1 1m. The LAS-X is a complete laser aerosol spectrometer

system and has a built-in printer to provide automatic data log-

ging of particle size spectra.

The laser used is a hybrid 2 mW He-Ne (632.8 nm) unit

with TEM mode.
00
The optical system includes two mirrors (one parabolic

and one flat at 450) and one aspheric lens. The parabola has

a 5 mm focal length and the asphere has 25 mm focal length. The

asphere is A-R coated for minimal light loss. The parabola has

a gold reflective coating with approximately 90% reflectivity.

The flat mirror has a dielectric coating with 99.0+% reflectivity.

To cover the large dynamic signal output with one range,

the preamp section has three outputs with different gain ratios.

Each of the outputs inputs to preselected channels of the PHA.

The number of channels selected for a given output depends on the

slope of the signal strength versus size curve for the particular

size range covered.
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L 4x

B DROP BREAK-UP

Figure 2.6. Snow (A), Rain (B), and the soil samples (C)
from Ground Zero at MISERS BLUFF (see size and mass
distributions of Figures 2.3 and 2.4).



The laser output power is measured and provides a sig-

nal proportional to the illumination on the particles. Changes

in laser output are thus cancelled when the signal is applied as

the reference input to the PHA.

A sixteen channel accumulating memory is provided with

20 million population capacity per channel. Each sized parti-

cle is stored in one-of-fifteen channels as it is encountered

and the sixteenth channel is used for accumulating oversize par-

ticles. At the end of each sampling interval, the final values

stored are printed out along with the time-of-day and total

elapsed seconds for this sample. A separate memory is provided

for printing such that the main accumulator memory can be reset

immediately and begin sampling for the next interval without in-

terruption during printing.

For the MISERS BLUFF 11-2 experiment in which the instru-

ment was used the PMS 206 was fitted with air sampling ductwork

to provide an isokinetic air sampling train up to the inlet of

the LAS-X (Fig. 2.7). The volume through the air flow duct was

approximately 60 f sec - of which the LAS-X sampled 5 cm sec -1

The LAS-X was set up to run continuously to print out a size dis-

tribution every 10 seconds. An auxiliary output was also pro-

vided to allow it to input data to the DAS-2D-32. This data was

time shared with the 200X through a manual switch multiplexer.

2.2.2 Supporting Measurements and Systems

PMS measured indicated airspeed and the necessary state

parameters to compute true airspeed. The sensor is a differential

pressure transducer. A measurement of static pressure was used

to determine barometric altitude. Free air temperature was mea-

sured with a Rosemount platinum resistance temperature sensor,

characterized by 0.5 degree accuracy. A stable clock, having

better than one part per million stability, was used to provide

elapsed time or time-of-day.

The Data Acquisition System was a DAS-2D-32 which has the

storage capacity for four separate probes (including 2D) and aux-

iliary analog and digital inputs. The basic function of the DAS
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Figue 27: Potoraph of exteral air samPl ing

ductwJork Used for teL~X0 XhSBUFi~2
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was to buffer a tape recorder, provide storage, and display

data in real time. A block diagram of the data acquisition is

presented in Fig. 2.8.

An important aspect of this DAS is the high data framing

rate. In MISERS BLUFF 11-2 we were able to use 10 frames/second

to give 5 to 7 meters resolution in the direction of flight on

many parameters.

A standard Pertec Model T-7640-9 Tape Transport with

Model F-649-40 Formatter (Table 2.1) recorded the data from the

DAS-2D-32. This is 9-track phase encoded equipment for opera-

tion at a density of 1600 bytes per inch on standard 7 inch

reels (600 feet of tape per reel). Read-after-write units are

employed to allow error checking during recording.

PMS also provided a Sony DXC-1600 color video recording

system to aid in the post analysis of data by establishing re-

lative cloud penetration data. The DXC-1600 system included

video camera controls, and cassette tape recorder. A pilot

voice log was also wired into the video record. The system

provided one hour recording time per cassette.

2.3 Calibration of Spectrometer Probes

All PMS spectrometers used on MISERS BLUFF II underwent

standard static and dynamic calibrations. The static calibrations

were generally performed with glass beads and other spheres of

known size and refractive index (primary standards). Dynamic

calibrations were also performed using the PMS Calibration Wind

Tunnel Facility. A description of the PMS Calibration Wind

Tunnel Facility is given in Fig. 2.9.

PMS provided dynamic calibrations of the spectrometer

probesboth before shipment to MISERS BLUFF and after their re-

turn to PMS. This plan insured the integrity of all data collect-

ed and was used as inputs to all analysis.

Essentially these dynamic calibrations are intercompar-

isons with dedicated PMS instrument standards. These standard

spectrometers are constantly maintained and seldom leave PMS

facilities. Their express purpose is for intercomparisons and

test work.
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PMS DATA ACQUISITION BLOCK DIAGRAM

CRT DISPLAY
MODE OAP2D-PSIZE DISTRIBUTIONS

MODEL OAP-2D-P & 2-D IMAGERY

PROBE

DECIMAL DISPLAY
MODEL OAP-2D-C 4 DIGITS

PROBE SELECT ANY
LDATA WORD

MOEL FSSP-100
POE

TAPE FORMATTER

MODEL DAS-2D-32

ANALOG INPUTS MANUAL MANUAL

DATA ENTRY CONTROLS

PILOT PRESSURE
STATIC PRESSURE DATE RECORD COMPUTER TAPE DECK

TRUE AIR PRESSURE EVENTS STOP 9-TRACK P.E
AIR TEMPERATURE CLOCK PRESET

CLOCK START

Figure 2.8
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2.4 Aircraft Operations Planning

2.4.1 Safety Aspects of the PMS Aircraft Operations

During early fallout measurements and intensive dust

cloud sampling considerable attention was directed to overall

safety even though substantial aircraft damage was not expected.

Essentially five hazards were identified:

Particulate ingestion into engine with possible

power loss.

Particle impact erosion and damage.

Extreme turbulence in cloud stem.

Proximity of other aircraft and dropsondes released
by other aircraft.

Laser hazards.

The standard Cessna 206 engine inlet air filter was

expected to become saturated soon after cloud sampling began.

An automatic alternate air inlet is incorporated in the Cessna

206 which directs unfiltered alternate air to the engine whenever

the air filter becomes clogged. The alternate air travels a

reverse-flow path which should remove all particles larger than

about 50 pm. Those ingested particles could cause considerable

4engine wear during the mission. Planning called for the engine

to be partially disassembled and borescoped after Event 1 to

determine the extent of damage. A decision could then be made

whether to retain the aircraft at the test site between events

1 and 2 to preclude accelerated wear due to sand particles trap-

ped in the cylinders. However, an oil soaked prefilter was in-

stalled in the air inlet ductwork prior to MISERS BLUFF II-1.

This coupled with the fact that the alternate air source was not

opened during dust penetrations precluded any necessity for de-

tailed examination. However, after MISERS BLUFF 11-2 engine

rebuilding was required.

* The alternate air door was configured with a microswitch and

a pilot panel warning light to give the pilot a positive indi-
cation of door opening.
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The large low-level fallout particles can cause consid-

erable impact damage, particularly to the aircraft paint, leading

surfaces, cowling and windshield. While we expected that repair

might be substantial, the damage was not expected to be severe

enough to disable the engine or aircraft structure. As a very

simple precaution, PMS arranged to have a crude emergency land-

ing strip graded approximately one mile west of Ground Zero.

The extreme turbulence associated with the cloud stem

must be avoided until updraft velocities diminish. Comparisons

of updraft velocities measured in prior events and physical ob-

servation of the rising clouds were used to determine cloud up-

draft velocity and turbulence levels. Essentially all penetra-

tions revealed only light turbulence at times beyond T+3 minutes.

Traffic separation did not present any significant pro-

blems. However, the dropsondes released by the Kaman Sciences

Aircraft constrained the early sampling by the PMS 206 as well as

any other sampling aircraft. With regard to the potential hazards

of multi-aircraft operations at MISERS BLUFF cloud sampling ef-

forts had to be coordinated with all other aircraft as pointed out

above. To this end a positive radar control (temporary restricted)

area was set up and separation from all experiment (as well as

visitors) aircraft provided by the 3rd Combat Communications

Group (3CMBTCG), Tinker AFB, Oklahoma.

The high energy lasers used for LIDAR observations and

transmissometry at MISERS BLUFF presented a potential hazard to

viewers from aircraft. To safeguard any possible eye contact

safety goggles were provided and worn by all PMS personnel aboard

the PMS 206 aircraft.

2.4.2 Flight Profiles

Considerable attention was given the problem of attempting

an early entry to acquire large particles that fall out the first

few minutes following detonation. We decided to use experiential I
judgment on when to penetrate and were restricted by dropsonde

activity in MISERS BLUFF 11-2.The early entry requirement dictated

an arrival over Ground Zero at as low an altitude as safety could I
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permit. We decided to make penetrations at fixed altitudes and

headings using the out-of-cloud time to turn and 'climb giving

500 to 1000 foot intervals between passes. The turns were de-

signed as modified procedure turns to provide course reversal in
the least amount of time. We also desired to penetrate the

cloud near its center during each pass so that measurements

would be made along the maximum diameter of the dust cloud

parallel to~ the mean wind direction.

I
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3.0 EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTIONS AND RESULTS

The results of the air sampling of dust particles during

MISERS BLUFF II presented here should be regarded as an overview.

The detailed analysis of this data requires a great deal more

study and is beyond the scope of this report. However, a de-

tailed data set was obtained, processed, and submitted under:1 separate cover. Much of the in-depth analysis of these processed
data records will be reported on by Science Applications, Inc.

(DNA #001-78-C-0217). In addition, preliminary data submittals

were provided DNA a few weeks after each event as Quick Look

Reports (actually these Quick Look Reports included detailed dataI

processing). This current report should be looked upon as an

interpretive aid when examining all MISERS BLUFF II data processed

by PMS.

Most importantly,this section summarizes those important

particle parameters which characterize MISERS BLUFF II-1 and

MISERS BLUFF 11-2. Because these experiments were designed as

a paired set both experiments will be described and compared as

a set. Because of the more extensive instrument grouping for

MISERS BLUFF 11-2 as compared to MISERS BLUFF II-1, the nearly

100% operation of equipment, and the more massive cloud volume

and thus data set gathered, more attention is given MISERS BLUFF

11-2. We will begin with a general description of flight oper-

ations of both experiments, followed by our treatment of the ex-

perimental results with an examination of the dust cloud mass and

optical properties.

3.1 Base Operations and Flight Preparations

The Cessna 206 aircraft fielded by PMS for the MISERS

BLUFF II exercises was based at Lake Havasu City, Arizona.

Fueling and maintenance facilities proved adequate as evidenced
by a quick refueling turnaround required during an extended hold

on MISERS BLUFF II-1. Hangar space was available but proved

unnecessary for the aircraft as only external power was required

for routine operational checks on the instrumentation. No

direct communications with the Field Command Defense Nuclear
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Agency were available at the airport; however, preplanning

obviated the need for such.

Prior to the ferry flight to Lake Havasu City, all on-

board instrumentation was thoroughly checked for proper operation.

In addition to the calibration work (see Section 2.3) this in-

cluded ground checks and flights into natural weather conditions

such that all spectrometer probes, data systems, and real-time

displays would be exercised. Tape processing reinforced the ex-

pected and observed operations.

A dry run exercise was carried out two days before

MISERS BLUFF 11-1 primarily to guarantee that communications and

traffic separation were properly staged. Between the dry run

and the shot on MISERS BLUFF I1-1, the aircraft was further pre-

pared and safeguarded with a plastic cover over the windscreen,

an oil-impregnated air filter in the induction system, and all

air inlets taped closed to exclude as much dust as possible from

both the engine, the aircraft, and the occupants. Some of this

procedure was modified for MISERS BLUFF 11-2.

As the oil impregnated sponge filter supplementing the

aircraft air induction filter became clogged with dust cloud de-

bris, the alternate air source door would open (a signal light

was installed on the pilot's panel) but this was only observed

f when full power was applied on climbs outside the cloud on

MISERS BLUFF II-1. On MISERS BLUFF 11-2, with its greater dust

cloud size and mass loading, the alternate air source door was

opened much earlier and was intermittant at all power settings

above 24" manifold pressure on most passes.

A thorough ground check of all systems was made just

prior to takeoff on each flight and stored on tape. In MISERS BLUFF

II-1, the equipment was left on; however, in MISERS BLUFF 11-2,

the equipment was powered down until T-10 minutes to conserve

aircraft power and to preclude heat buildup in the instrumentation

and cabin.
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3.2 MISERS BLUFF II Flight Operations: A Narrative Summary

In each phase of the MISERS BLUFF II exercise, the PMS

sampling aircraft proceeded to the T-20 minutes rendezvous

point over the Sansea pumping station. Initial holding altitude

was above 5K MSL to provide a cooler environment for equipment

and personnel. A gradual descent was made to arrive at the ini-

K tial penetration altitude at T-0 minutes.r The following paragraphs of detailed flight operations

apply to MISERS BLUFF 11-1 conducted on 28 June 1978.

The first sampling pass after T=O minutes (13:05 MST)

was upwind of the stem and west of the main dustI.' cloud which had drifted over the bluff precluding safe
flight under the main cloud. The second pass was in

the same region ostensibly to detect the fallout of
F large particles as was the first.

The third through fifth passes were made in the stem

of the cloud and the visibility was very poor. The

2D precipitation probe was disconnected at the end

of pass #3 due to its constant update condition and

lack of data in its size range.

Pass #6 was in the base of the cloud following an

altitude increase and showed an increase in 2D-C

particle concentration. All subsequent penetrations

were at selected higher altitudes in the dust cloud.

The 2D precipitation probe was activated briefly on

pass #8 with continued negative results.

Heat buildup in the cabin due to closure of aircraft

vents (taped) was alleviated by opening the window

when maneuvering out-of-cloud. Following pass #12

at about 13:21, a smoke odor was noticed in the air-

craft cabin,its source being other than combustion.

Electrical problems were suspected about 5 minutes

later when false 2D records appeared. Subsequent
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aircraft charging problems were noticed along with more

smoke and probes were cycled off when out-of-cloud to

conserve battery power. At 13:50 data quality was

determined to be rather poor and by 13:58 return to

Lake Havasu City airport was warranted.

Ground checks revealed a thermally sensitive preamp in

the 2D-P instrument which was easily diagnosed and

corrected. No damage to the aircraft was visible and

the electrical problem was quickly diagnosed as a poor

contact on the alternator ground wire.

For MISERS BLUFF 11-2 there were some modifications to

the aircraft. As stated previously, a fifth instrument, an

LAS-X was installed in the cabin with the necessary ducting and

plumbing to sample externally. Data from this probe was time

shared with data from the 200X as the DAS-2D-32 could handle only

four probes. The windshield was not covered with plastic as in

MISERS BLUFF II-1, as no large or abrasive debris had been en-

countered then, and the aircraft induction system and cabin vents

were fitted with pieces of the oil-impregnated sponge filter ma-

terial. This permitted the usage of cabin air vents during

sampling for ventilation. In order to conserve aircraft power,

the equipment was checked on the ground before take-off then

powered down until T-10 minutes. A higher (and cooler) altitude

was also used for holding on MISERS BLUFF 11-2.

The following paragraphs of detailed flight operations

apply to MISERS BLUFF 11-2 conducted on 30 August 1978:

The first data pass was made approximately 4.5 minutes

after T=0 (11:00 MST) and was downwind of the dust

cloud stem and under the most massive part of the cloud.

The pass was flown at 2.5 K MSL (1.7K AGL) in order to

be in the densest area of dustfall. Much larger, friable
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debris were collected on the aircraft windshield on

this pass than on the first pass of MISERS BLUFF II-1.

Because of the apparent absence of hard particles, the

next three passes were made into the stem of the dust5

cloud at successively higher altitudes. On pass #4,

the alternate air source light was observed for the first

time--an indication of insufficient induction airflow

through the filter.

Pass #5 was the first pass truly within the dust cloud

itself just above the base of the cloud. It was quite

dark within the cloud with the ground just discernible

~vi but horizontal visibility essentially zero. On pass #6
the light loss in the cloud seemed the greatest and per-

sisted for about 45 seconds. Visual contact with the

ground was lost for part of that time and there was no

horizontal or overhead visibility.

On pass #7, in-cloud time was longer (at least 1 minute)

but overhead light extinction was less than on the pre-

vious two passes. Progressively more overhead light was

observed on subsequent passes as the aircraft was climbing

at a rate greater than that of the ascending cloud. On

at least part of the cloud penetration track, visual

ground contact was lost due to the increased cloud mass

between the aircraft and ground.

Passes #8-12 proceeded to the top of the dust cloud in

increasing altitude steps. Visual observations were

much as expected with greater overhead light and in-

creased horizontal visibility along with obscuration

of ground contact due to the cloud mass being below

the penetration level. Pass #12 at 13K was just at

the cloud top which appeared to be rather sharp and

uniformly flat.
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Passes #13-18 were at step-down altitudes from 13K to

3K and were essentially repeats of the step-up altitude

passes with overall visibility improvements due to cloud

thinning, a result of particle dilution. Most of the

passes were made in essentially IFR conditions but an

obvious improvement in visibility was noted from pre-

vious passes. A desired result of these step-down

passes (#13-18) was to detect the fallout of large par-

ticles.

At the end of pass #18, approximately one hour after

pass #1, the aircraft was located some 20 to 30 nm North

of Ground Zero and still collecting particle sizes in

all five probe ranges. This gives one an indication of

the magnitude of the dust cloud, its lofting ability,

carrying capacity, and overall relationship to the

dust cloud of MISERS BLUFF II-1.

Passes #19-22 were made on various headings at increasing

altitudes from 3K to 8K feet. These four passes were

essentially altitude repeats of passes #15-18 and follow-

ing their completion, the aircraft returned to base.

After landing, all spectrometer probes were ground

checked for proper operation before shutdown. The air-

craft was thoroughly checked, cleaned, and inspected for

any damage. The greater mass load of the MISERS BLUFF

11-2 cloud warranted an aircraft compression check which

was within specifications; however, it rapidly deteri-

orated with a few more hours of flying time and as pre-

viously indicated an engine change was warranted.

All instruments were again recalibrated after return

to PMS. Of worthy note was the contamination of the

FSSP optical system and reduced sensitivity which was

obvious in data analysis.
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The sampling experiments carried out with the PMS 206

aircraft were considered quite successful even though several

problems were encountered. Essentially two problems occurred

on MISERS BLUFF I1-1 that were prevented from occurring on

MISERS BLUFF 11-2. On MISERS BLUFF II-1 the 2D-P probe developed

an oscillation in a second stage preamp due to the high temper-

atures (>120'F) at the Lake Havasu City airport. This caused

the instrument to constantly update with noise and was turned

off during the experiment when the data obtained were determined
to be of negligible value. The second problem had to do with

- 4 an eventual electrical failure on the aircraft alternator near

the end of the sampling mission. The problem was isolated to

ground wiring,which while not easily related to the experiment,

the coincidence seems to point to possible thermal or dust en-

virnmntcausation. The sampling mission was completed under

baterypower. MISERS BLUFF 11-2 saw essentially 100% operation

ofalinstrumentation aboard the aircraft. The only factor

of otewas a gradual soiling of the FSSP collecting optics which

redcedit's sensitivity during the course of the measurements.

3.3 Experimental Results

The sampling missions for MISERS BLUFF II-1 and MISERS

BLUFF 11-2 were approximately one hour each in duration. In

both cases the in-cloud time was approximately one-third to

one-half the total time amounting to 1000 seconds on MISERS

BLUFF II-1 and 2000 seconds on MISERS BLUFF 11-2. Fig. 3.1

and 3.2 are photographs of the dust clouds generated a few

minutes after detonation. The MISERS BLUFF II-1 photograph in

*Actually the problem developed during a necessary refueling
stop necessitated after the experiment was placed in hold condi-
tion too long for it to remain airborne and perform the sampling
mission.
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MISERS BLUFF 11-1 DUST CLOUD

•. . .!-Wit

" . o ' .• • . , •

Al

Figure 3.1: Photograph of dust cloud taken from SRI
International's Main Transmitter Site, 1.2 km south-
east of ground zero. (Photograph compliments of Stanford
Research Institute).
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MISERS BLUFF 11-2 DUST CLOUD

Figure 3.2. Photograph of the dust cloud taken from
the PMS 206 aircraft approximately 2 nm Southeast

of Ground Zero at an altitude of 300 m AGL 4 min. after
detonation.
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Fig. 3.1 was taken by Stanford Research Institute (SRI) Inter-

national personnel from 1.2 km southeast of ground zero. The

PMS 206 aircraft is in the lower cloud at the time the photo-

graph was taken in Fig. 3.1. The MISERS BLUFF 11-2 photograph

in Fig. 3.2 was taken from the PMS-206 aircraft approximately1 two miles out and 60 seconds before initial entry. The photo-
graph is from a stage in cloud development wherein the large

particle fallout (>2 mm) is nearly complete (T=+4 minutes). It

also reveals the developing large vortex ring and a higher cloud

puff which was forced out of the central core.

were sampled in 21 and 22 cloud pass penetrations respectively.

The dust cloud paaercsummaries are gie nTables 3.1 and

3.2. The orientation and ground tracks for the step-up passes

are shown in Figs. 33ad3.4 for both experiments. The summaries

in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 include results of data analysis and pro-

cessing which will be discussed in more detail later. First

we will briefly cover more general features.

As previously mentioned the initial penetrations were

from the southeast at headings of 320 to 3300. First passes

were at T+2.5 minutes and T+4.5 minutes for MISERS BLUFF II-1

and MISERS BLUFIY 11-2. Both initial passes were aimed at measur-

ing fallout underneath the overhang beside the stem.

In order to characterize the clouds, step-up profiles were

used. *In MISERS BLUFF 11-1 the cloud was topped in 18 passes

while 12 were required in MISERS BLUFF 11-2. By the time the

top was reached the cloud had risen to 2.8 and 3.7 km AGL for

MISERS BLUFF 11-1 and MISERS BLUFF 11-2 requiring 22 and 32

minutes respectively. After reaching cloud top sampling continued

*The step-up passes provided one complete set of cloud data.
During step-down most other experiments had ceased and ground
tracking is incomplete.
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MISERS BLUFF 11-1 PMS-206 GROUND TRACK

13
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Figitre 3.3
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j I MISERS BLUFF 11-2 PMS-206 GROUND TRACK
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Figure 3.4
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in step-down profiles. The step-down passes provide an additional

data set; however, their analysis is not necessary to characterize

the cloud and must be excluded when determining integrated cloud

properties such as total mass lofted. The step-up profiles could

essentially be referred to as the cloud characterization passes.

The maximum cloud width occurred near the cloud top in both

clouds expanding to 4800 meters in MISERS BLUFF II-1 and 8300

meters in MISERS BLUFF 11-2. The clouds were penetrated at

velocities of approximately 60 m sec - 1 during both experiments.

An interesting comparison of dimensional data is available

from ground photography and the PMS 206 measurements. Fig. 3.5

and 3.6 indicate altitudes of PMS 206 measurements with respect

to photographic data while Fig. 3.7 and 3.8 depict cloud width

measurement comparisons. Fig. 3.7 and 3.8 show that the cloud

width measurements by the PMS 206 and photographic means for

MISERS BLUFF II are in reasonable agreement. However, Fig. 3.5

shows considerably higher cloud tops by photography than revealed

by the PMS 206. This may be due to differences in measurement

times but if true the cloud top must have had an overshoot at

earlier times. Fig. 3.6 indicates several initial passes below

the stem top followed by cloud penetrations up through pass #12

which as previously indicated topped the cloud. Assuming that

the top of the cloud did not sink between T+30 minutes and

T+35 minutes it would again appear that the photographic esti-

mates are high (about 300 to 400 meters) in estimating cloud

top. We should also point out that stem top is typically higher

than the cloud base in early cloud development.

The cloud width measured by the PMS 206 would be expected

to be systematically somewhat less than that revealed by photo-

graphy. This is partially due to the fact that the aircraft was

generally not penetrating at the level of maximum width. However,

top differences at high altitude are larger than would be expected.

The aircraft penetrations were aligned with the wind and possibly

the photographic results reveal the shear in the vertical cloud

structure. In any case we cannot account for differences as large

as indicated. Pressure altitude should be accurate to ±100 feet

-46-
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MISERS BLUFF 11-I PMS 206 PASS ALTITUDES
COMPARED TO PHOTOGRAPHIC CLOUD RISE DATA

5

nA AS MEASURED BY PMS 206 AS DETERMINED BY PHOTOGRAPHY

'%PASS NUMBER 0 RANCH SITE

4- A O.P. SITE

0 000
00

00

02 A A A A
U A 14 15 16 17

00 AA2 1
1oO~~ A

Lf 1 4 1

TIM (minutes)

Figure 3.5: Analysis of photographic data furnished by Technology
International Corporation. Pass #17 was just below top and
#18 topped cloud at 2.8 km.
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MISERS BLUFF I1-1 CLOUD WIDTH MEASUREMENTS

6

5.4

1.89
5- 4.8 4.8

1.89 1.89
4.40

1.58

4- 3.9
01.28

A 0
E

3-
B

13 FWIDTH FROM GROUND
r A BASED PHOTOGRAPHY

. 29 . 0 RANCH SITEO 2- 1.98 .6
.41 

A O.P. SITE

1.73 1.75

1.26 1.41 1.7 1.04
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"_ " 2-";.6N--ALTITUDE IN km
.45
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.30

0 I I

0 5 10 15 2025 30

TIME (MINUTES)

Figure 3.7: The cloud width measurements as deduced by analysis of
ground based photographs and from the PMS 206 measurements are seen
to be in reasonable agreement at times beyond 10 minutes. One may
interpret this to imply that the PMS 206 passes were made through
the most extensive cloud regions (analysis of photographic data
furnished by Technology International Corporation).
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and widths (as determined by time x velocity) to ±5% maximum.

For the purposes of illustrating the kinds of data pro-

cessing and analysis provided, pass #6 of MISERS BLUFF 11-2 was

selected. This pass was approximately at the center of the cloud

by our estimates and revealed a large statistical data set.

Fig. 3.9 and 3.10 are computer generated time series plots for

the FSSP/LAS-X combination and the two individual 2D probes.

The FSSP/LAS-X combination adequately covers the size

range responsible for optical attenuation at visible wavelengths

(extinction coefficients were computed at 600 nm in all work re-

ported here). Plotted in Fig. 3.9 from bottom to top are four

parameters; mass per unit volume or mass loading, concentration

or number density, median volume diameter (MVD) and extinction

coefficient. Both the mass loading and extinction coefficient

change by orders of magnitude between in-cloud and out-of-cloud

regions. The concentration changes by less than an order of mag-

nitude due to the background contribution in the LAS-X lower

channels of a few tenths of micron size. The MVD varies only

by factors of 2 to 4 but shows large statistical fluctuations

when out-of-cloud.

Fig. 3.10 shows time series plots for the individual 2D-C

and 2D-P instruments. These series reveal the statistical quan-

tization effects of 2D data record readout at two points in the

pass. A continuous plot results only if the time between parti-

cles is resolved within records where data is sparce. These in-

struments show strikingly similar data signatures in the mass

loading, concentration and MVD plots. The greatest difference

is in the concentration which is approximately an order of magni-

tude higher for the 2D-C than 2D-P instruments (note the differ-

ence in scales, i.e., N cm - 3 and N i -). The MVD on the 2D-P

probe is approximately 200 Wm and, of coursc, cannot be less

than 100 pm its lowest resolution value. The 2D-C probe MVD

averages slightly over 100 Wm which is the r, ;ul t 0,_ the added

resolution below 100 pm. It is clear in comparing Fis. 3.9 and

3.10 that the average MVD must be between 20 and 200 .m. Ad-

justing for the difference in mass contributions between the

two figures generates a value of approximately 50 .m.
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PROCESSED DATA OUTPUT FOR PASS #6 OF MISERS BLUFF 11-2
FOR THE LAS-X AND FSSP-100 COMBINATION

n-

- %a

0...5, L._*

E!! Z L

=!E.. . . . . ... .. ..... .. \

I- at

Figure 3.9. Time on the horizontal axis covers two minutes;
the pass is about 50 seconds in width. The dust cloud is
most easily defined in the extinction coefficient (top;km-1),
and mass loading (bottom;gm m-3 ) plots. The concentration
plot shows background amounting to 200 to 300 cm-3 when out-
of-cloud contributed by the submicron size classes of the
LAS-X. Mass loading has not been corrected for density
(%2.3 X too low in plot)
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Fig. 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13 show computer generated size

and mass distributions for the FSSP/LAS-X combination and the

individual 2D probes. The combined size distribution in Fig. 3.11

shows a smooth transition from the LAS-X to the FSSP probe and,

in general, a fairly smooth power law fit (n r -3 ) between 1 and

10 Pm. However, the mass distribution reveals the consequences

of small changes in slope in the size distribution. In particular,

the size distribution is bimodal with a small peak at 1 to 2 pm

and a secondary much larger peak at 20 to 25 pm. It should be

pointed out that the FSSP instrument is ordinarily calibrated

* for water droplets and the higher index soil particles generate

reduced signal levels. Further signal loss due to contamination

resulted. A 4 to 60 pm calibration was used for MISERS BLUFF 11-2.

With this adjustment the LAS-X and FSSP fit is quite good. How-

ever, one should be careful in using FSSP data above 30 pm. In

that range irregular particles begin to scintillate due to

specular reflections and refractions and the instrument is con-

siderably less reliable than the 2D-C at larger sizes. More will

be said in this regard later.

The 2D histograms in Fig. 3.12 and 3.13 show fairly steep

exponential size distributions but much flatter mass distributions.

In fact, the 2D-C mass distribution only begins to roll off notice-

ably at about 250 to 300 pm (eleventh size class). There is some

evidence in the mass distribution for the 2D-P probe for a similar

transition at about size class 3 (300 pm). The effects of statis-

tical sample volume loss is apparent beyond 400 pm on the 2D-C

probe and 1000 pm on the 2D-P probe. Note that the 2D-P instrument

size distribution is below scale after size class three but the

mass distributions for either probe will reflect single large

particles and thus, the absence of a bar in the mass distribution

is indicative of zero counts of that size.

A set of figures as given in Fig.3.9 - 3.13 exists for

each pass in MISERS BLUFF 11-1 and MISERS BLUFF 11-2. Clearly,

space does not permit their inclusion in this report. The reader

is referred to the Quick Look Reports and final data submittal

for details of various passes.

We should mention the fact that the 2D data was processed
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without partial image analyses. Fig. 3.14 illustrates raw

imagery for the 2D probes. The reason that partial image analy-

I ] sis was not utilized is the presence of large organic particles

that would erroneously bias towards higher mass values. Samples

of organic materials are shown in Fig. 3.14. They are particu-

larly obvious at later sampling times when soil particles of

such size had long since fallen out. Because they extend beyond

the array width the standard processing procedure on 2D data re-

moves these organics. The organic materials observed in the 2D

imagery were also collected on the PMS-206 oil soaked prefilter.

Fig. 3.15 shows photographs of extracted samples from the filters

of MISERS BLUFF II-1 and MISERS BLUFF 11-2. A portion of the

oil impregnated aircraft engine filter was scanned with a stereo-

microscope (15X) to locate and measure the organic particles

collected. Removal of the large particles for photographic docu-

mentation was no problem; however, most of the small ones (<2 mm)

were quite friable, possibly a result of oil absorption, and not

recoverable.

Utilizing the aircraft engine displacement, the typical

rpm, and the seconds of time in the cloud, a total volume of

cloud sampled by the aircraft engine filter was obtained with

over twice as much cloud volume being sampled on MISERS BLUFF 11-2

than on MISERS BLUFF II-1. In each case though, approximately

two organic particles per cubic meter were detected by the filter.t These samples were categorized as to size (length) and

the results presented in Fig. 3.16. The average concentration

determined is .only about 2 m- 3 ; however, the aircraft intake

would hardly be isokinetic and it undoubtedly undersamples parti-

cles of such high drag/mass ratio. The 2D-P probe samples one

cubic meter in about 10 seconds (sample volume is actually in-

creased due to the large size of the particles) and thus,

2000 seconds of sampling would result in about 400 organics

contaminating the 2D-P imagery. It is clear that the majority

of these organics are rejected in 2D-C processing; however, some

of the shorter ones are accepted by the 2D-P processing since

they fit within the array width in certain orientations. Our own
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COMPARISON OF ORGANIC MATERIAL SIZES
FROM AIRCRAFT FILTER

11.0 _

.9-

MB 11-1 177m3 SAMPLED

MB 11-2 382 m3 SAMPLED

.7.

.6 =

E
Uj .5-

Z
,4-

.3-

0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1'3 14 15

LENGTH (mm)

Figure 3.16. Size distribution of organic materials extracted from the
PMS 206 oil soaked prefilter for MISERS BLUFF II-I and MISERS BLUFF 11-2.
These organic materials were classified according to length and typically
had aspect ratios greater than 4:1.
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estimate is that they contribute to about a 5 to 10% overestimate

of mass in the 2D-P probe. The error being largest at the latter

sampling times.

In addition to the various pass analyses each entire

flight was integrated for each probe to generate average size

and mass distributions to intercompare various instruments.

These are presented in Fig. 3.17 - 3.21. These curves average

over in-cloud time and out-of-cloud time and include regions of

known instrument anomalies. They still provide relative measures

of intercomparison that are extremely valuable. The MISERS BLUFF

11-1 size distribution of Fig. 3.17 is shown with the 200X, FSSP
and 2D-C probes. The 200X probe shows somewhat higher values

than the 2D-C probe which is really a sizing error and although

systematic, is within general accuracy specifications. It is

apparent here because of the steepness of the overall distribution.

In general, the 2D-C data is considerably more accurate than that

generated by the 20OX not only because of its 2D characteristic,

but because the OAP-20OX used rectangular array elements on

MISERS BLUFF II-1 (see Knollenberg[61). The first channel of

the 2D-C shows a large discrepancy as compared to the FSSP, ex-

aggerated because of the steep slope in this region; this channel

should be disregarded. The second channel of the 2D-C fits well

with the FSSP data at its large end. The 2D-C distribution is

generally quite smooth. The effects of statistical losses is

again apparent above 400 pm.

The MISERS BLUFF 11-2 size distribution data of Fig. 3.19

and 3.20 reveal excellent fits of the 2D-C and 2D-P data. With

one exception the fit is equally good between the FSSP and 2D-C.

The large end (50 to 60 pm region) of the FSSP appears to cut

off abruptly in Fig. 3.19 for MISERS BLUFF 11-2. This is caused

by contamination of the FSSP optical system which affects the

larger sizes greater because of the instrument's response (slope
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of scattering signal vs. size). The effect is exaggerated

because the step-down passes were averaged with the step-up

passes in this MISERS BLUFF 11-2 data. The first channel of the

2D-C appears in better agreement with the FSSP. At sizes >%40 pm

the 2D-C must be used. The FSSP data in Figs. 3.18 and 3.21 show

the characteristic mass mode at about 30 pm followed by a rapid

decrease in mass at sizes above 40 pm. The mean (median

size for MISERS BLUFF II-i is about 90 pm (35 Pm) while approxi-

mately 160 pm (42 pm) for MISERS BLUFF 11-2.
The AFTAC WC-135 aircraft also made particle size distri-

bution measurements in the MISERS BLUFF 11-2 dust cloud. We were

able to obtain a sample of the filter material used to collect

particles and photomicrographs of material collected are shown in

Fig. 3.22. Comparative plots of relative size distributions

measured by the WC-135 and PMS 206 are given in Fig. 3.23. The

agreement is seen to be quite satifactory in the 20 to 100 Pm

range from pass #8 which is the closest pass to the sampling

period of the WC-135 aircraft.

Fig. 3.22 also reveals small organic material particles;

however, we were not able to find the large organic materials

that were observed by the PMS 206. This may be due to their poor

collection efficiency or shadowing affects from the large WC-135

fuselage envelope. In any case the relative agreement appears

quite good in the size range we were able to analyze.

* Because of the measured higher level of contamination in MISERS BLUFF 11-2
as compared to MISERS BLUFF II-1, the FSSP calibration for MISERS BLUFF 11-2 of
4-60 pm and 4-48 pm for MISERS BLUFF II-i were used in all final data processing.

The standard FSSP size range of 3-45 pm is for water droplets (m=1.33) and the
higher index soil particles (m=l.5, m=l.6) require a systematic shift in calibra-
tion at sizes >121m. However, this assumes that the particles are spherical. Non-
spherical particles in certain orientations tend to produce scintillations and

oversizing. Through microscopic examination of soil particles one also sees that
the larger the particle the more varied its morphology. In effect, the two errors
are partially compensating. Thus, we have estimated probable differences in
calibration considering all effects (contamination, refractive index and parti-
cle morphology) gives rise to a size range of 4 to 48 pm for MISERS BLUFF 11-1
and 4 to 60 pm for MISERS BLUFF 11-2.

** The large difference in mean and median mass sizes is due to the sharp mass
peak in the FSSP spectra. It is rather unusual but perhaps characteristic
of explosively generated dust clouds.
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AVERAGE SIZE DISTRIBUTION FOR MISERS BLUFF II-1

10'

cc

A

E 0

A FSSP

A OAP 200X

A
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CIAMMRTn (mm)

Figure 3.17: The OAP-200X data has been corrected for morphological effects.

This requires increasing the measured size by approximately 30% over its i
entire range. The dashed line indicates a best fit of the OAP-2D-C data at
sizes where sample volume is lost. Data points on the lower axis indicate
no measurements of particles of that size.
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FSSP, 2D-C, and 21-P AVERAGE SIZE
DISTRIBUTION MEASURED IN MISERS BLUFF 11-2

4 4 102

s FSSP
* 2D-C

£ 2D-P

104,
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00
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Figure 3.19: These data show the undersizing effects of the FSSP instrument at
sizes larger than 40 pm (sizes smaller than 30 pm not plotted). We interpret
this sharp cutoff to be the result of optical contamination which was concen-
trated near the center of the surface of the first collecting optical element
which would effect larger sizes more strongly than small ones. The effect is
exaggerated by the inclusion of passes later in the sampling mission. The
2D-C probe is not sensitive to such contamination and data from it are pre-
ferred at all sizes larger than 40 pm.
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AFTAC WC-135 FILTER SAMPLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
OAP-2DC RELATIVE COMPARISON
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Figure 3.23: The above size distributions should be regarded
as relative comparisons. The samples were actually taken
at different times and the total relevant volume sampled
by the WC-135 cannot be ascertained.
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3.4 Discussion of Dust Cloud Mass and Optical Properties
Tables 3.1 and 3..2 also include a general summary of the

MISERS BLUFF II-1 and MISERS BLUFF 11-2 dust cloud mass and opti-

cal properties. The mass values are computed using the measured

fines density of the soil samples of 2.29 gm cm- . The optical

values are all computed at 0.63 pim wavelength. The integration

of mass loading over a horizontal cylindrical slice 1 m thick for
each pass provides a relative measure of mass as a function of

altitude. This parameter is designated as the cross sectional

mass loading in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The extinction coefficient

(EXCO) is computed from MIE theory, the visibility from the visi-

biliy reatinshi whee V= 3.4and the optical depth isi blit reatinshp wereV =EXCO'
the product of EXCO x WIDTH. Additional parameters summarized

are the maximum size from the 2D probes, peak values of EXCO

and minimum visibility values.

The greatest mass lofted was by MISERS BLUFF 11-2

(5.23 Mkg) as compared to MISERS BLUFF 11-1 (0.80 Mkg). These

values were determined by integrating the cross sectional mass

loadings through the clouds' vertical depths. The ratio of mass

lofted for these clouds MISERS BLUFF 11-2/MISERS BLUFF II-1 is

6.6. The highest average mass loading was observed on pass #3

of MISERS BLUFF I1-1 where 0.67 gm m-3 was measured. The high-

est average mass loading observed for MISERS BLUFF 11-2 was on

pass #6 where 0.41 gm m 3 was measured. MISERS BLUFF 11-2 had

larger particles as revealed by the increase in mean mass size

(160 pim as compared to 90 tim) and observations of largest parti-

cles listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.

A summary of the mass properties in MISERS BLUFF 11-2 is

given in Fig. 3.24 where the largest particle observed, cross

sectional mass loading, and accumulative mass loading are plotted

as functions of altitude. Comparisons of cross sectional mass

loading and the largest particle observed are rather revealing.

While the cross sectional mass loading increases with height up

to about 2.5 km and then decreases, the largest particle observed

reads a maximum at low level and then steadily decreases. This

verifies that the largest particles are not important to the

mass loading at the time the PMS 206 measurements were made. We,
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* of course, previously observed this in the mass distributions

presented. It furthers our confidence in having covered the

size ranges of importance adequately.

It is also instructive to go back and compare the size

and mass distributions measured in these clouds with the soil

sample size and mass distributions of Fig. 2.3 and 2.4. While

the size distributions are strikingly similar the mass distri-

butions of Fig. 2.4 reveal a mass peak at about 200 pim thatI wasn't observed during the airborne measurements. However, the

characteristic change in slope at 250 to 300 pim is evident. We
believe the differences between these distributions are in reality

due to the presence of increased small particle production in

the 20 to 200 Pim size range by the MISERS BLUFF II-1 and MISERS

BLUFF 11-2 events. Some of the very small particles here could

be combustion products; a more likely effect at sizes of 100 pim

would be the lack of coagulation effects present in the ground

sample. At still larger sizes the slope is slightly steeper in

the airborne data which may be due to sedimentation effects; how-

ever, we were surprised by the small influence of sedimentation.

We were still observing 300 Pim particles an hour after detonation

on MISERS BLUFF 11-2.

The optical properties of these events were also of con-

siderable interest. One surprising result was that the maximum

optical depth was observed at a much lower altitude on MISERS

BLUFF II-1 than MISERS BLUFF 11-2. A second surprise was the

percentage of the optical depth that was in the FSSP size range.

Fig. 3.25 shows a comparison of the extinction coefficient time

series for pass #6 of MISERS BLUFF 11-2 with and without the

LAS-X. The difference is seen to be about 60%. Passes #14, 5,

11 and 12 of MISERS BLUFF 11-2 were actually corrected by use

of the printed LAS-X data to fill in the LAS-X contribution

missing. More importantly, the MISERS BLUFF II-1 data wherein

only the FSSP was used is probably low by about the same 60%.

The maximum optical depth on MISERS BLUFF 11-1 was 30.2 as com-

pared to 45.9 on MISERS BLUFF 11-2. Minimum measured visibilities

were similar in both clouds (11l00 meters); however, the average
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Figure 3.25. The top plot is f or both FSSP and LAS-X instruments while the
bottom plot Is for the FSSP alone. This comparison indicates that the
ratio of contributions from the LAS-X and FSSP divides nearly equally.
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minimum visibility was less (and mass loading greater) on

pass #3 of MISERS BLUFF 11-1 than any pass on MISERS BLUFF 11-2.

The fact that nearly one-half of the optical particle

cross section is in the FSSP size range leads us to believe that

these particles are not direct combustion products but indeed

fine soil particles. This confirms our use of 1.5-1.6 refractive

index values with a corresponding size range of 4 to 60 pim for
*the FSSP. The LAS-X has no systematic shift in size calibration

associated with real refractive index (sensitive only to absorp-

tion), thus providing an indication of refractive index when

compared to the FSSP in the region of size range overlap. Suffice

to say the agreement is much better when an FSSP calibration of

4 to 60 pjm is used on MISERS BLUFF 11-2.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

A In terms of the analyses we chose to perform, it would

appear that the MISERS BLUFF 11-1 and MISERS BLUFF 11-2 dust

clouds were sampled with considerable success. Not only is the

data base sufficient to characterize the mass properties of

both clouds, it also appears quite sufficient to characterize
the clouds optically.* I lftedOne obvious conclusion drawn is that the mass of dust

lotddoes appear to be nearly linearly related to the HE yield.j The six fold HE increase of MISERS BLUFF 11-2 over MISERS BLUFFI

4 11-1, in fact, yielded nearly a 6.6 fold increase in lofted mass.

* I One can also categorically state that the larger particles are

not responsible for the bulk of the mass. At least not at the

times our measurements were made. The average mass loading ob-

served through the first ten to twenty minutes is typically a

few tenths of a gram and the mean mass size is about 100 to

150 p~m.

We were also surprised at the overall lack of particles

of a few millimeters size. We were led to believe that there

would be some there and on MISERS BLUFF I1-1 were set up to

cover up to 6 mm. The largest non-organic particle observed on

MISERS BLUFF 11-1 and MISERS BLUFF 11-2 were 1.25 mm and 2.25 mm

respectively. The largest particles observed on MISERS BLUFF

11-2 were in the first pass. These were polyparticles or aggre-

gates, which resulted in noisy impacts on the windscreen but

because of their friability created no damage.

In terms of optical effects at visible wavelengths the

attenuation is largely at sizes of about 5 pim. One would, in

fact, expect to see considerable attenuation at infra-red wave-

lengths. Conversely at the times our measurements were made the

attenuation at microwave frequencies should be very small except

perhaps at near millimeter wavelengths.

Our data analyses also support the important fact that

the relative distribution of dust clouds generated by HE events

can be estimated from ground samples.

In terms of future operations it is clear that HE gener-

ated dust clouds can be sampled safely. We were surprised at the
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lack of turbulence in the clouds at early sampling times. The

~. "Igreatest hazard is in dust injestion to the engine. The engine

wear factor is directly proportional to exposure. Our total

time in-cloud was obviously much longer than prior work and even

though precautions were taken noticeable wear resulted. Based on

our experience an upper limit of 1800 seconds of in-cloud sampling.1 time is the maximum that one would consider as a safe upper ex-

posure limit. It would also seem desirable to have a better fil-

tration system for the engine intake. This would require certain

modifications but would be straightforward.

The fact that we were able to use our own aircraft pre-

filter as an important data sample source leads us to believe

that a filter sampler would greatly enhance the overall data.

A sequential filter sampler(pod mounted) is currently being

fabricated at PMS and should be available for future work.

Overall the cloud concentrations are very similar to

natural terrestrial clouds except for the more highly concentra-

ted submicron region. Thus, instruments designed for cloud

physics work are largely suitable. At 0.1 pim the concentration

is less than an order of magnitude above background. We believe
+50our estimates of total mass lofted to be within - 0% and optical

properties evaluated to +25%. The mass error may likely be an under-

estimate for three reasons; loss of sampling large particles at

early times and while out-of-cloud and the fact that our 2D probes

were mounted in horizontal rather than vertical orientations.

Thus, if particles had shape factors to allow for preferred orien-

tations our measurements would be biased to the smaller dimensions.

Examination of some of the PMS 206 and WC-135 materials collected

shows certain platelike minerals that might well be stably oriented

during freefall. In future work crossed orientations of two iden-

tical instruments would be particularly useful.

Finally, our analysis is truly an overview. There remains

the task of looking at the data at high spatial resolution and the

analysis of the in-cloud variability with regard to various para-

meters. Also comparisons of samples at the same altitudes but at
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different times could be invaluable in estimating cloud volu-

metric changes. Further analysis should be conducted to maximize

the usefulness of the data set provided.

..
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